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We We have updated this article with recent data on the following marketing automation solutions to help you make a smart purchase decision this 2022.Are you one of the 63% of marketers who say their top challenge is generating traffic and leads? If so, then you already know how taxing the process can be. You¢ÃÂÂll need to find ways to draw
people towards your site, regularly generate content that piques their interest, be active on social media, and create innovative tactics to engage new leads. With a limited budget and small staff at your disposal, where will you find the time to do all of that while you manage your business daily?While traditional strategies may work, it might not be
enough to meet the demands of the modern market. Times are changing, and so should your approach. Luckily, there are plenty of marketing automation software providers to choose from. This way, you can boost the way you sell your brand by accessing lead management tools, email and content marketing solutions, as well as social media
management options.How Do You Choose a Marketing Automation Platform?There are plenty of benefits to be had when you utilize marketing programs; you can improve message targeting, get better leads, and increase conversion. A study by HigherLogic found that most businesses use marketing automation mainly to leverage the technology with
their primary business goals. These basic goals include enhancing their overall business efficiency, advance event turnouts, and increase membership.Source: HigherLogic.comBefore you invest in a software solution, however, it is best to find out what makes a good marketing automation program. Surely, there are many factors to consider during
the browsing process, but among the most qualities you should look for are: Robust Features. In choosing a marketing automation platform, you must take a good look at the features included in the system. Don¢ÃÂÂt settle for software solutions flashy tools that fall short of your expectations. Instead, find a program that will provide you with expertly
engineered features ]you will surely use. In-Depth Analytics. Evaluation is an important aspect of any marketing campaign, but the process of collecting and organizing data for the task can be overwhelming. This is why it¢ÃÂÂs important to choose marketing automation solutions that have built-in analytics tools. With these, you can get complete
insights on your marketing campaigns effortlessly. Seamless Integrations. Flexibility is key when it comes to marketing. So, it is best to choose a platform that can seamlessly integrate with software solutions you are currently using or applications you are thinking about using in the future. This way, you minimize the disruption to your business
operations and avoid having to implement a new software each time your company¢ÃÂÂs needs change. Mobile Optimization. Being able to control your marketing campaign whenever and wherever you may be is a nice edge to have. To do this, be sure to pick mobile-ready platforms that will allow you to manage campaigns, collaborate with your
team, check your progress, and engage your leads on-the-go. Having tackled what you should look for in a program, we can now move on to discussing our 20 best marketing automation software solutions for small businesses. If you¢ÃÂÂd like a more in-depth discussion on what these software solutions can do, you may read about the benefits of
marketing automation software here . But, if you¢ÃÂÂre ready to check out our marketing automation software 2022 comparisons, then keep reading this article.20 Best Marketing Automation Software for Small Business in 20221. Freshworks CRMFormerly known as Freshsales, Freshworks CRM is a software solution that gives small businesses
access to sophisticated marketing automation tools through an AI-powered platform. It offers features that are built to streamlineÃ Â Marketing tasks, as well as helping marketing teams expand audience reach, attract more perspectives, find qualified leads and drive more sales. Some of its main features include email marketing, marketing
automation, contact management, customer segmentation and in-depth marketing analysis. FreshWorks CRM comes with Freddy AI, a proactive intelligent assistant who can provide predictive analysis and feasible insights that you can use to improve your marketing strategies. FreshWorks CRM also helps you manage leads allowing you to build feed
workflows. This allows you to track lead activities and behavior, allowing you to qualify and interact with them until they are ready for conversion. Finally, FreshWorks CRM provides an advanced analysis report that allows you to assess the effectiveness of your marketing strategy. As with its price plans, FreshWorks CRM has a free start plan, which
offers contact management, standard in-app communication tools and access to support team . Its paid plans start from $29 per month for each user, billed every year. Try FreshWorks CRM with their free trial Why choose FreshWorks CRM? An all-in-one marketing solution based on artificial intelligence. FreshWorks CRM feeds your marketing life
cycle by providing you with a rich set of features for your sales and marketing processes. It has powerful and intuitive automation tools that help you simplify manual tasks and take time, allowing your team to focus on more productive activities. FreshWorks CRM comes with an integrated smart assistant, Freddy AI, which gives you a deeper view of
your customer's behavior and helps determine thestrategy to involve the public and customers. Contact management. Freshworks CRM offers intelligent contact management to help you manage your contact lists in a centralized position. The software also allows you to segment your contacts at the granular level and improve the customer customer
Advanced targeting for email campaigns. With Freshworks CRM, you can easily build highly targeted email campaigns. This ensures that your emails will reach your target customers, helping you turn prospects into paying customers. Detailed Freshworks CRM Review 2. HubSpot MarketingHubSpot Marketing is a top-of-the-line inbound marketing
software that focuses on growing traffic and increasing lead conversions. With robust tools for blogging, emailing, SEO, marketing automation, lead management, and analytics, this platform can give you the things you need to launch effective campaigns. The system also integrates with multiple CMSs, email service providers, eCommerce tools, and
social networks. The vendor offers a great free trial plan for those who¢ÃÂÂd like to try out the key features of the product first.For subscriptions, the platform is available in four monthly plans that are priced according to the number of features you will be needing for your operations. For small businesses and startups, you may opt for their Free
Plan, their Starter package that costs $50. For larger businesses, check out their Basic plan, Pro Plan, and Enterprise plan priced at $200, $800, and $2400 respectively. However, these have required onboarding fees that range from $600 to $5000. Try out HubSpot Marketing with their free trial Why Choose HubSpot Marketing? All-in-One
Marketing System. As mentioned earlier, HubSpot marketing has all the necessary marketing automation features you need to launch your campaign. It lets you generate more traffic, convert leads, and track your marketing funnel without having to spend on other software to back it up. You may, however, choose from their available integrations to
further enhance its performance. Personalization Capabilities. Every business works differently, and it can be difficult to modify your operations to suit a certain platform. To help you save time and money on retraining, HubSpot lufrewop sedulcni tI .selas ecremmoCe rieht tsoob ot tnaw taht sessenisub llams rof tcefrep si dnesinmOdnesinmO .4
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elbailer .hsiw uoy reveoh seigetarts gaoram dna tnetnoc ruoy erp dna wolfkrow ruononosrep tnep tnep tnep tnet Specifically developed for small teams to create marketing campaigns for large audiences. Unify various communication channels in a platform, so as not to have to go through different applications just to reach your customers. It is
possible to send messages by e-mail, sms, social media, and more. In addition, you can send personalized e-mails by creating various customer segments. It is possible to create work flows for potential customers or repeat buyers. Through segments, it is possible to develop significant messages that bring your customers closest to you. Help your
customers find the right product while increasing your entrances. Try Omnisand with their free trial because choosing omnisand? Develop personalized email. Omnisand includes an easy content editor that can be used that you can use for all your campaigns such as newsletters, welcome e-mails and also automated messages. If you do not want to
start from scratch, you can use one of the pre-Made models and customize them according to your brand. Automate your marketing campaign. It is possible to develop automated work flows to provide your powerful messages at the right time. Create intelligent triggers so you can send the right e-mails to your customers based on their trip. Combine
several channels in a single workflow. In addition to e-mails, it is possible to take advantage of social media, sms and also push notifications to improve your customer commitment. Combine these communication channels in a single workflow to send targeted messages at the right time. You can update your customers via Facebook Messenger,
remember them via SMS, or reach them through browser notifications. 5. Pardotpardot is a marketing automation and lead management platform created by Salesforce for B2B companies. and accessible on desktop and mobile devices, this software combines the power of multiple features in one interface. Among the tools included in Pardot are
email marketing, lead nurturing, and sales To start incorporating Pardot in your business operations, you may choose from their three annual payment plans that cost from $1000 to $3000 per month.Why Choose Pardot? Smart Lead Generation. Make sure your pipeline always has high-quality leads to process. With Pardot, you can efficiently generate
more leads through smart email marketing and social media marketing. On top of that, the software can also help you create engaging landing pages and forms. Insightful Reporting. Get a better grasp of what aspects of your marketing campaign are working and what are not through insightful ROI reporting. With this feature, you can optimize your
operations based on data collected straight from your customers and leads. Superior Lead Management. Reach customers at the right time by using their lead management tool. Using Pardot, you can send emails based on triggers such as time, interactions, and other custom parameters. You may also re-engage dormant leads, identify the hottest
leads before your competitors get to them, and create dynamic lead category lists for better targeting. 6. MarketoMarketo is a flexible marketing automation platform trusted by over 2300 customers across the globe. Accessible on both desktop and mobile devices, the software provides a variety of features for B2B marketing, lead management, email
campaigns, budgeting, and ROI optimization. The platform also allows for real-time personalization, so you may engage your target market proactively and effectively. As for pricing, Marketo is only available on a by-quote basis, so be sure to get in touch with their representative. Why Choose Marketo? Easy-to-Use Interface. With its drag-and-drop
interface, Marketo is easy to use. You can create landing pages and publish your content without having to deal with the technical aspects of web development. This makes it a good option for users with no IT background. Simplified Social Engagement. Social In the modern era it is one of the difficult things to keep up. Through the functionalities of
simplified social involvement of markets, it is possible to share, promote and involve new and existing customers quickly and conveniently. It integrates with the main CRM platforms. The collaboration between your marketing and sale team is essential for the success of a campaign. Fortunately, Marketo integrates perfectly with the main CRM
platforms such as Salesforce and Microsoft Dynamics. 7. Creatiomarketing Creatio Marketing is one of the main programs hosted by the cloud for multi -channel holistic marketing. An inclusive form in the Creatio CRM package, this platform allows users to optimize front-office and back-office activities with facilitates. Equipped with lead generation
tools, communication functionality and content creation solutions, the software can also be integrated with AI to increase the adoption of users. Marketing Creatio offers annual and annual company prices based on the number of contacts and users who will be registered in the system. Detailed revision of creatio marketing because choosing
marketing creatio? Intuitive platform. Having a low code platform, Creatio Marketing is an ideal option for users who are not particularly expert in technology. It allows you to obtain all the advantages of the automation of marketing without having to face complicated technological processes. Feel of advanced lead. This platform uses processes
outside theboxes for the management of leads, generation of demand and customer loyalty. In this way, you can only focus on the leads ready for sales and maximize the time you use for your campaign. Take on customer preferences. MARKETING CREATIO allows you to provide a more nice marketing approach by keeping track of the of your
customers. After registering the evolution of your customers' interests, therefore, it is combined with the appropriate products and services. 8. Involve Bay considered one of the most popular free popular automation software Pmi, engagebay provides an all-in-one crm platform for users that allows them to automate specific business operations such
as marketing, sales, live chat and email marketing. users can program automated responses to customers who interact with their live chat; Users can then use the information to generate possible leads. These functions are also integrated into a single crm interface that allows users to be at the top of major business processes. offers a large crm suite
full of extremely useful features for pmi. their automation features cover the management of contacts and email marketing, as well as the involvement of chat and social media. If you want to investigate the platform in person, you can easily do so when you can enroll in engagingbay free trial. try to involve their free trial why choose to involve?
integrated systems all in one platform. Having a full crm suite in an intuitive dashboard is essential for managers as it allows them to have a convenient tool to control various areas in their processes at once. from here, they can locate which area requires attention, such as customer questions, and act accordingly. substantial features for free trial.
Involving free Coinghbay trial offers large crm solutions that pmi can use depending on their needs compared to other crm premier software that have similar suites. this convenience makes engagingbay one of the famous crm solutions on the market. intuitive interface and crm controls. Involving coungbay tools and crm platform are easy to
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choosing icontact pro? High -end email marketing. Capture the attention of your leads must not be too complicated. Using the advanced email marketing tools of icontact pro, you can take advantage of it that you already know about your customers to increase your campaigns. It also allows you to segment contacts and cultivating them with timely
and relevant and relevant. Personalized work flows. Presenting your audience with the right content at the right time using the configurable work flows of icontact pro. It doesn't matter what your process can be and it doesn't matter how to classify your leads, this function can accelerate your operations with minimal interruptions. Social media
monitoring. Icontact Pro allows you to publish content on different social channels. In addition, it allows you to participate in real -time conversations and trends in order to be more proactive in involving your market. 11. Wishpondwishpond is an application specialized in the strengthening of online marketing campaigns. By offering functionality for
the automation of marketing, social publications, the popups of the website, the management of leads, the personalized API and CSS access, also supports different CRM additions. Wishpond offers three monthly payment plans: basic, basic, professionals and $ 78 and $ 129 respectively. For annual payments, they offer 36% discount on your
subscription. The seller offers an excellent free test plan that allows you to try all the key functionalities first. Why choose Wishpond? Wide selection of competition tools. Update your accounts on social media regularly, it may not always be enough to keep your destination audience interested. strengthen your social marketing tactics, Wishpond has
various competition tools that allow you to host lotteries, surveys, hashtag contests and more. Intuitive target page editor. Maximize lead generation by creating interesting target pages. Offerintuitive landing page editor, Wishond allows you to create mobile-ready sites that you can publish anywhere. It is also equipped with real -time analysis to help
you monitor the progress of your site. Great lead segmentation. Getting information on your cables should not be a discomfort. With the main segmentation of Wishond, the score and analysis, it is possible to determine what potential customers should concentrate and measure your progress as much as possible. 12. Leadsquared Marketing
AutomationleadsquarSquared Marketing Automation is a cloud-based catering platform for marketing needs of different corporate dimensions. It aims to simplify marketing campaigns using best class tools for automation, analysis, lead management, website monitoring and segmentation of the list. Accessible on Windows, Linux, Mac and mobile
devices, Leadsquared Marketing Automation can cost from $ 200 per month to $ 1800 per month depending on the number of contacts that is prepared. Detailed review of Leadsquared marketing automation because choosing Leadsquared Marketing Automation? Drip marketing tools. Are you building your brand or launching a new product? This
platform offers tools that allow you to get leads your sale of sale more quickly using e-mail marketing and drop-down marketing. It also allows you to control your engagement at each step, so you can plan your subsequent marketing moves in a more efficient way. Email analytics. Make sure you are creating e-mails that impact with Leadsquared
Marketing Automation. Street e-mail that are raking in response rates, so that he can replicate his success in future e-mails shots. Easy data synchronization. Leadsquared Marketing Automation works without Continuing with other marketing and CRM applications such as Salesforce, Microsoft Dynamics CRM, Uncounce and Instapage. Cié means
that it is possible to automatically update data on platforms without problems. 13. Infusonsofutinfusionsoft is a web-based web that automation of reliable marketing from Da and small businesses around the world. Serving 23,000 users in different countries, it offers a wide range of options for marketing, CRM and sales automation. Whether you have
to process payments, track orders, publish content or manage your reference program, it can do everything. Onboarding cost for Infusionsoft is $299. From there, they offer price plans based on the features you need and the number of people who will use the software. InfusionSoft Detailed Review Why Choose Infusionsoft? Data storage without
problems. The InfusionSoft system serves as a customer information repository. From their contact details to your interaction history, this platform will help you when you need it. This simplifies the provision of a practical and sympathetic marketing approach. Simplified sales pipeline. With Infusionsoft, you can create aerodynamic sales pipeline. You
can get leads, determine when sending follow-up emails and monitor the impact of each interaction to ensure the success of your marketing campaign. Integrated online sales function. Infusionsoft supports integrated order forms, online sales and payments. This way, you can better manage your marketing campaign and sales progress without having

to change programs. 14. Reportgarden ReportGarden is a marketing automation software focused on lead management and campaign reports. Offering SEO audit modules, billing and budget for digital marketing agencies, this platform is useful for those who are particularly aware of the accurate reporting of their progress. Easily accessible on
desktops and Internet browsers, Reportgarden offers four price plans that can be billed monthly or annually depending on your preferences. They also have a custom planA $ 65. Detailed review of ReportGarden why choose ReportGarden? Automation of the End to End report. The analysis of the data already requires time so as it is, what you have
more Collect the data manually? With ReportGarden, get the automation of the end-to-end report, so you can create complete reports with a single click of a button. It also can extract marketing data from all your channels and additions. Multichannel marketing support. In today's marketing panorama, it is necessary to use various communication
platforms to remain competitive. Fortunately, ReportGarden can support more channels in a comfortable interface. That your social marketing campaign involves Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter or other sites, you can increase it without having to leave your marketing software. Complete SEO tools. Having a beautiful appearance website is important to
attract customers. However, you don't have to neglect your content. With the Seo ReportGarden tools, you can control your website to make sure it is keywords to be measured by SEO and position to amplify the search for your site. Navik Markenti is a marketing automation platform hosted by the cloud. Its goal is to help users improve the impact of
their campaigns through hyper customization, campaign simulators, dynamic micro segmentations, expected behavior models and other functionalities. Navik MarketIngi also offers the next best action advice, to make decision -making processes more easy. As for their payment plans, they are offered on the basis provided, so you will have to contact
the supplier for their information on company prices. Detailed review of the Navik marketing why choose Navik Marketing? Convenient campaign designer. Do you want to transform your ideas into reality on the flight? The Navik Marketing campaign designer can help you do it. It allows you to create campaigns, modify existing marketing schemes
and customize certain offers for your customers on your laptop or wherever you are. Powerful marketing analyzes. Navik MarketIngi is equipped with powerful functionalities of analysis such as the customer's 360 DNA. This way, you can easily monitor your ROI ROI Adjust marketing systems based on the changing market trends or the evolving
interest of your cables. Cutting -edge data engineering. The professionals who worked on the Navik Marketingai platform made a point to use cutting -edge data and the engineering of decisions for their products. This, in turn, collect accurate data, provide complete reports, and help you produce higher results for your campaign. 16.
Optimizeloptimizely is an online marketing platform that focuses on the development of the website. Having served more than 6000 companies, they optimize and rationalize digital experiences for companies and customers. The software offers the targeting of the behavioral public and analysis tools to help you take the riddler and create more
intelligent business decisions based on difficult facts. It is also supported by a company level security system to protect your data. For prices, they offer three subscription packages based on the quote according to the needs of your business. Detailed review optimization why choose optimization? Predictive analysis option. Reducing rebound rates
and increasing site traffic is easy when you can measure how effective your next marketing actions are effective. Through the predictive analysis of Optimizely, it is possible to determine that your customers want through the data that have been completed over time. In this way, you will not have to waste time and money on risky marketing
strategies. Simplified web experimentation. Ensure the user experience of quality by learning from your customers. Through the functionality of Optimizely web experimentation, not only to increase the involvement of the public, but also create better sites that your customers will love. Multi-domain support. With you can experiment 17. sharpspring
on several sites at once using an account due to its multi-domain support function. this is useful for entrepreneurs who own multiple companies or want to create landing pagesDifferent aspects of their company. Sharpspring is an all-in-one marketing platform for SMEs. By providing features such as personalized steps, point editors and clicks, call
monitoring, email analysis and lead management automation, this software solution can seamlessly combine marketing and sales operations. To buy Sharpspring, contact the seller to request a quote. You should want to investigate the platform firsthand, you can easily do it when you sign up for Sharpspring Free Demo. Why do you choose
Sharpspring? Email marketing based on behavior. E-mail explosions tend to become impersonal, so most of the time they are ignored or neglected. Get the most out of your emails using Sharpspring behavior-based marketing functionality. Unlike fully automated email marketing tools, this allows you to create personal messages that your leads will
appreciate. Dynamic workflow builder. Lead involvement in critical points of their purchasing process should not be complicated. Using Sharpspring's dynamic workflow builder, you can simplify targeting and monitoring. As a bonus, customization of this feature also minimizes the amount of time you will need to adapt to the software. Built-in CRM.
Sharpspring comes with an integrated CRM to help you manage your marketing activities and responsibility for customer relationships in a single system. This allows you to power sales channelling while improving customer loyalty. Are you currently using different CRM software? The platform also supports third-party CRM for convenience. Detailed
Sharpspring by Costant Contact Review 18. IBM Digital MarketingKnown as Silverpop, IBM Digital Marketing is one of the pioneers in the automation of marketing. It was created in 1999 to meet the needs of online businesses and now also provides software solutions for B2B companies. Engineered with simplicity in mind, this platform without
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digital marketing. However, it can request some time and overwhelming. To simplify this, Adroll allows you to synchronize visualization ads, social, social ads, Emails activated for a leaner marketing strategy. Powerful digital marketing technology. Adroll helps you keep your advantage by using a powerful digital marketing technology that can process
over 34 million signals in 2.5 million marketing forecasts every second. That said, you can be sure that it can keep up with your pace, no matter how fast your company is growing. Easy to use Dashboard. Measure the impact of your campaign using Adroll's rich reporting tools. Its easy-to-use dashboard will provide you with bird-to-flight views of
different aspects of your campaign so you can make smarter marketing decisions. 20. Nethunt CRMnethunt CRM is a solid marketing automation and CRM platform designed for Gmail integration. Taking advantage of the power of G Suite, this marketing solution can help you transform your marketing activities, including automatic positioning of
uploaded files into the corresponding Google Drive folders and automatic linking of Google Hangouts chat messages with associated customer records. With Nethunt CRM, do not only automate your marketing activities, but also get efficiency in your sales and CRM transactions. The seller offers a full free trial to accelerate you with the features. Why
choose Nethunt CRM? Easy data transfer. Any apps you currently use, you only have a few minutes to transfer your business to Nethunt. You do not need a third party app as you can directly transfer information about existing customers on this platform. Simplify the management of your customers. You can easily customize Nethunt CRM based on
existing workflows or you can use ready-to-custom workflow models. It is also possibleautomated recording and follow-up to further accelerate lead conversion efficiency. Stop neglecting any deal. once integrated nethunt into your business gmail account, you can easily and efficiently manageYour offers through your Gmail Inbox, use email
monitoring for your sales pipeline. If further data are needed, only a few clicks are necessary on the mailbox to access more information and also use reminders and notifications to ensure that it is never lost on any important task. Reinforce your campaigns with a marketing automation solution as a small business owner, you must be a multitasker.
However, this does not mean that some of your daily tasks could not be automated. You have worked your fingers on the bone to refine your job, and you have a passion for the service of your customers, but you can only play a lot of work at one time. We hope with our list of 20 top marketing automation software solutions for the comparison of
automation software of small businesses and complete marketing 2022, you have been able to find the right platform to help you with your campaigns. If you are still undecided to invest in a program, be sure to check our guidelines on the choice of a marketing platform. Did you miss software solutions you think should be included in this list? Don't
hesitate to leave a comment! Jessica Stewart is the marketing analyst residing in financeonline and a pioneering member of our research team. You believe that the data are at the center of commercial and marketing technology is her qualification of her, a point not lost in the items of her published in the main stores such as Businessinsider, USA
Today and Entrepreneur. In addition to evaluating the standard tools for the automation of the workflow, campaigns, messaging and notices in real time, Jessica focuses on the lower line of the software of the software "as it helps marketers to perfect their data-driven method for collect and process the data of measure the KPIs, and finally make
profits. profits. profits.
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